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ASSESSMENT, PLACEMENT, AND PERFORMANCE OF ENGLISH 020
STUDENTS AT LETHBRIDGE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

INTRODUCTION

At Lethbridge Community College, all students applying for
admission to the College and University Preparatory (Upgrading)
program, as well as many post-secondary programs, must undergo
admissions testing. Applicants write academic placement tests
administered by the College's Assessment Centre. Test results are
interpreted to the applicants, who are then advised and placed in
appropriate courses for their levels of skill in reading, writing, spelling,
and mathematics.
Academic placement in Upgrading subjects is based on skills
testing at LCC, rather than on subject levels completed in the secondary
school system. Why? The answer lies in our clientele. Our students are
older than those in secondary schools, ranging in age from 18 to a few
over 60. Diversity is evident in nearly everything about these students -their apparent levels of motivation, interests, learning styles, learning
needs, cognitive abilities, study habits, persistence, and attitudes
towards both their course work and their instructors. They come from a
wide range of educational backgrounds, and for many there has been a
gap of years in their formal education.
Compared to younger and more "school-wise" students, many
adult learners reentering secondary and postsecondary programs are
deficient in the reading and writing skills necessary for success in their
courses (Apps, 1981; Harrison & Kaminsky, 1986; Kirschenbaum &

Perri, 1982). They also tend to lack confidence in their ability to learn,
read, write, and organize their time effectively (Beder & Darkenwald,
1982; Pomerenke & Mink, 1987).
In leamer-centered instruction, a concept to which the College is
committed, the abilities and learning needs of each student are a major
starting point for curriculum. Students learn most effectively when they
can build on knowledge and skills they already have (Apps, 1981; Bums,
1973; Knowles, 1986; Lenz, 1982). Determining the current skills levels
of each student in order to place that student at an appropriate level for
effective learning is the purpose of admissions testing done at LCC. We
consider entrance testing and placement based on skills levels to be
important steps in promoting success in learning.

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

We make several assumptions when we administer such tests
and when we make placement decisions based on the test results. First,
we assume that the tests used are valid and reliable, and that they are
appropriate instruments to use for placement decisions. The validity
and reliability of the tests are discussed below.
N ext we assume that placement recommendations made on the
basis of those results are appropriate, placing students at course levels
where they can learn most successfully.

Placement recommendations

suggest that a student placed at a particular level in English, English
020 for example, has the ability to perform at least at a C level (defined in
English 020 as a final grade of 65). But there is a gulf between having
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the ability to perform and actually performing, as we all know too well.
Assessment and placement decisions may be valid indicators of the
ability to succeed, but can we assume they also predict learning
performance?
The purpose of this study is to address this question, to determine
whether assessment and advisement procedures placed the 46 students
enrolled in my two English 020 classes in the Fall semester of 1993 at a
level of English where they were able to perform successfully. I wanted
to learn whether there was a relationship between students' placement
test scores in reading comprehension and writing and their English 020
grades.

BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY

Upgradin~-Level En~lish

Courses at

Lethbrid~e

Community Colleg-e

The Upgrading program at LCC offers English courses
numbered 009,013,020,023,030, and 033. These are high school
equivalency courses for which students do not receive Alberta high
school credits. The College issues its own grades, which are generally
accepted as equivalent by universities and colleges in Canada and the
United States.
LCC provides two diverging streams of English courses. English
009 and English 013 feed into both streams. The English 020-030 stream
is strongly literature-oriented, correlating the study of literature with
the development of language arts skills. This stream is designed
primarily for the college- or university-bound student. The English 023-
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033 stream focuses almost exclusively on composition, emphasizing the
development of expository writing skills.
Enrollment in a particular English stream or course depends on
assessment and placement, or on achievement in the prerequisite level
of English at the College. For example, students who achieve 70% or
better in English 013 may choose whether to enter English 020 or 023;
those achieving below 70% must enter English 023. All students newly
admitted to the College must undergo academic assessment, and their
placement in English 020 or any other English course will be based on
their test scores as interpreted by the Assessment Centre.

Assessment and Placement at Lethbridge Community College

The Assessment Centre advises students' placement in
appropriate levels of English and Reading classes at the College on the
basis of their results on two measures. The Centre administers the
Canadian Achievement Test, Form A, for Reading Vocabulary and
Reading Comprehension scores. In addition, students' writing skills
are assessed on the basis of a timed writing sample on a preset topic.
Details about these two measures follow.

The Canadian Achievement Tests. Form A

The Canadian Achievement Tests (CAT) are considered a
particularly useful form of evaluation since they use both normreferenced and criterion-referenced assessment (Whyte, 1985). The CAT
has been fully standardized. Norms are based on data obtained through
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stratified random sampling of schools and school districts and through
high participation. Content validity has been ensured by the
development of category objectives designed to measure the basic skills
required in any curriculum. Details concerning standardization,
norming of the various levels of the CAT, validity, and reliability
estimates are available in the Technical Bulletin for Form A (CAT,1983).
Locator Tests are first administered to determine the appropriate
level of testing for individual students. Students then write tests at the
appropriate level in the major content areas of Reading and Spelling.
Upgrading students in English 020 or 023 have been placed on the basis,
in part, of their Reading test scores at Level 19 (for grades 9.6 to 12.9).
The CAT Reading test is timed as follows: 12 minutes for the
Reading Vocabulary test, consisting of 30 items, and 35 minutes for
Reading Comprehension, consisting of 40 items. The Reading
Comprehension section is of particular interest here, as it tests pure
reading skills. Reading skills, naturally, are a critical prerequisite for
successful learning in an English literature course such as English 020,
the focus of this study.
Reading tests are scored manually. Raw scores are converted to
derived scores, using norms tables provided with the tests (see Appendix
A for norms tables). Scale scores are produced from a single, equalinterval scale of scores across all grades for use with all levels of the
tests. The scale score is expressed in three-digit numbers, ranging from
000 to 999. The scale score is a standardized score which provides more
detailed information about a student's achievement on the test than
would a raw score (CAT Norms Tables, 1982).
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CAT Reading Comprehension Scores and Placement in English

At LCC, a student's scale score in Reading Comprehension is
then located on a predetermined scale with ranges of cutoffs suggesting
placement in different course levels of English, and sometimes Reading.
For clear placement in English 020, students should score at least 620 on
Reading Comprehension, where the maximum scale score is 861 and
the minimum 317. This comparatively low score on Reading
Comprehension must be accompanied by an acceptable score on the
second measure used, the writing sample.
For clear placement in English 023, students must score at least
631 on Reading Comprehension, and this comparatively high score
must coincide with an acceptable score on the writing sample. Between
these two cut-off's, obviously there is a grey area. Students with Reading
Comprehension scale scores between the two "clear placement" levels
are placed, depending on their performance on the writing sample, in
English 020 or 023, possibly combined with Reading 010 or 020, at the
discretion of the Assessment Centre. See Appendix B for the cut-off
ranges on both measures and corresponding placement
recommendations.

Writing Sample Test

The second assessment measure administered to incoming
students, and used to determine placement in English courses, is a
timed writing sample produced under test conditions. Students are
given 30 minutes to plan and write a short essay on an assigned topic.
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They are advised to take the opportunity to show how well they can write,
rather than how much, and to express their thoughts on the topic
clearly and effectively. The topic given to each student in this sample
asks the writer to identify the two or three most important factors that he
or she would consider in taking a job and to explain why. (See Appendix
C for the test instructions and topic.)
The limitations of single-sample writing tests are well known. Of
course it would be preferable, for a more valid test of writing skill, to
examine multiple writing samples written on different occasions and in
various rhetorical modes. However, given student numbers, time lines
and costs, it is generally conceded that using single writing samples,
marked by more than one marker, is acceptable for purposes of
placement and diagnosis (Brossell, 1986; Carlson, 1988; Greenberg,
1982; Odell, 1981).
Since expository writing is the type students are asked to produce
in research papers, essay tests, and so on, it is an appropriate type to use
for assessment purposes. As DeShields points out, "Expository writing,
to a greater extent than other types of writing, has a simple, logical
structure which embodies the fundamental principles of good writing
most clearly and is thus most readily assessed in an objective fashion.
In addition ... expository writing involves skills that are basic to other
forms of written expression" (1984, 103).
Every effort has been made to meet the requirements of validity
and reliability in the assessment of writing samples. According to
Greenberg (1982), any test of writing skills should have three kinds of
validity. It must seem reasonable to writing teachers and researchers
("face validity"). It should measure the skills which comprise writing
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ability and rank students according to objective criteria ("content
validity"). And it should predict students' performance on other
measures of writing ability, such as academic grades and essay
scores(" criterion-referenced validity").
To meet these requirements, a writing test must include at least
one writing sample produced in response to a carefully constructed task.
The sample must be judged by more than one trained reader, since
different readers may weight the criteria differently; this will increase
reliability. Readers must use a common set of criteria based on
definitions of writing competence. In addition, it must be demonstrated
that the test can be used to rank students according to the test's criteria
and to discriminate among students' differing levels of writing
competence (Greenberg, 1982, 371).
These requirements have been addressed in the assessment
procedures used at

Lee for grading students'

writing samples. Writing

samples are marked twice by trained English instructors, using a
detailed marking key that has been developed at Lee and validated in
terms of writing skill levels appropriate for the different course levels in
English. The marking key produces a score of up to 50 points. Scores
are calculated for 7 out of 12 categories: content; opening and closure;
development or body; type and length of sentences; sentence structure;
word use; grammar, spelling and punctuation. The remaining 5
categories are scored for diagnostic feedback to the writers, but not
calculated in the test score. (See Appendix D for writing sample
marking key.)
Generally markers find they have scored within one or two points
of each other. However, when there is a difference of even one point in
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the total score, the sample goes to a third marker, the head of the
Assessment Centre, who determines the final score.

Writing Sample Scores and Placement in English

Cut-off scores have also been established for the writing samples,
as indicated in Appendix B. For clear placement in English 020, a
student must score at least 29 out of 50; for English 023, at least 23. Both
cut-off points must be achieved in conjunction with appropriate scale
scores in Reading Comprehension, as described above. Students scoring
in the grey area between 23 and 29 on the writing sample are placed,
depending on their scores in Reading Comprehension, in English 023 or
020 on the recommendation of the Assessment Centre.

Recommended Placement in English

Students are strongly advised, though not compelled, to enroll in
the level of English recommended by the Assessment Centre. If the
recommendation is for English 023 and the student prefers the higherlevel 020, the student may choose, aware of a degree of risk in light of
assessed levels of reading or writing skills. However, if the
recommendation is for a lower grade level, such as English 009 or 013,
students must normally enroll at that level. Often, too, students placed
at English 033 or 030, our highest Upgrading English levels, choose
instead to enrol in English 020 or 023 to polish the skills they know they
will need for the higher levels.
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Consequently, English 020 classes consist of a combination of
students: those recently tested and placed in English 020, those placed
in 023 but choosing to try 020, those placed in higher levels but choosing
020, and those moving up, having completed LCC's English 013 with a
final grade of 70 or higher.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Readin~

Tests and the Prediction of Academic Performance

A number of studies have investigated relationships between
reading comprehension scores and academic performance, as
measured by grades in particular courses or by GPA. The theory is that
performance in learning can be predicted from reading comprehension
performance, since the same cognitive processes are involved in both
comprehension and learning (Royer, 1987).
Carney and Geis (1981) found that reading scores can be used to
predict both academic performance and retention in first-year university
students. Their results support the use of reading comprehension
scores to identify students in need of remediation and support. A later
study (Nisbet et al., 1982) confirmed these results for high-risk
university students. Royer (1987, 1990) found course-relevant reading
comprehension performance to be a significant predictor of performance
in specific courses, but not of overall college performance.
Blustein and others (1986) identified cognitive ability, particularly
reading comprehension ability, as a predictor of grade point average in
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community college students. Consequently, the college in question
developed a required assessment procedure and course modules
designed to improve reading comprehension, among other skills, for
students identified as at risk.
Two studies found an interesting effect: reading comprehension
scores correlated with grades in moderate- and advanced-level English
courses, but not with grades in lower (preparatory) level courses.
Hodges (1990) noticed this lack of correlation for preparatory level
writing classes at Lane Community College. A study by Cochise College
(1990) found a positive relationship between scores on a reading
comprehension test and academic success in all classes except
developmental-level ones. At lower grade levels (below grade 6) reading
scores were not a good predictor.

Writing Sample Tests and the Prediction of Academic Performance

This relationship appears not to have been studied, although some
material does exist using indirect (multiple-choice test) rather than
direct measures of writing skills. Greenberg (1982) notes that multiplechoice writing tests, which do not require the writer to produce original
prose, do seem to correlate with instructors' evaluations of students'
essays and grades in English. Hodges (1990), using a 35-item writing
placement test, found that the higher the writing test scores, the greater
were students' chances of achieving grades of C or above in a college
writing course.
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Student Placement and the Prediction of Academic Performance

Placing students in appropriate levels of English courses is
important both to students and to instructors. If minimum levels of
reading or writing proficiency (cutoffs) are set too high, this results in
increased demand for remedial courses and support services.
Borderline students may be held back unnecessarily, doing more
remedial work than perhaps they need in order to succeed in their
courses. If cutoffs are set too low, on the other hand, course standards
slip. Instructors have to spend time bringing students to a level of skill
that may be lower than they will need for upper-level courses that
demand greater proficiency in reading and writing skills (Greenberg,
1982).
Does academic placement predict performance? Hudson (1989)
looked at the grades of university freshmen in English and other
courses, in light of their placement test scores. In English, Reading and
Mathematics courses, when students were allowed the opportunity to
perform despite borderline placement scores, their academic
performance did not conform to placement test scores. In English
courses, differences in the placement test scores accounted for only a
small amount of the variation in performance. Hudson concluded that
many factors other than reading and writing skills can influence
academic performance, factors such as student motivation, student
attitudes, student-institutional "fit", teachers' attitudes and methods,
and so on. Attendance, for example, has been found to have a direct
relationship with final grades in City Colleges of Chicago (Easton, 1984).
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Loucks (1985) investigated the relationship between diagnostic
testing (reading test and writing sample) and final grades in English
101 at Shoreline Community College. A direct correlation was found
between many of the students' scores and performance in English, but
the predictive function of the diagnostic tests was inconsistent: many
students did well in the course despite low diagnostic scores, and many
did poorly despite high diagnostic scores. Loucks concluded that
diagnostic testing is useful as an indicator of student abilities, but less
useful as a predictor of achievement in a course. Again, the point is
made that many factors beyond the instructor's (and often the student's)
control influence academic performance. Entry-level skills do not
appear to prevent or guarantee achievement.

The literature review suggests the following results for this study:

1.

There may be little or no correlation between reading
comprehension scores and final grades in English, at this
comparatively low or "developmental" level of English.

2.

Writing sample test scores may correlate with essay scores and
final grades in English 020, although this relationship has been
previously tested only using multiple-choice writing tests, not
writing samples.

3.

Placement in English 020 or 023, resulting from a combination of
reading comprehension scores and writing sample scores, may
correlate generally with students' grades in English 020; however,
some students placed low (EN023 or below) may perform well, and
some students placed high (EN020 or above) may perform poorly.
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METHOD

Data Collection: Assessment Centre

At the beginning of the 1993 Fall semester, I asked the
Assessment Centre to collate CAT Reading Comprehension test scores,
writing sample test scores, and placement recommendations for the 46
students in my two English 020 classes. Students whose assessment
scores had been obtained more than two months earlier were retested by
the Assessment Centre. This produced current scores for all my
students, including those who had completed English 013 and entered
English 020 not on the basis of placement testing but by completing
English 013 with a final grade of 70% or above. I asked the Centre to
keep the scores from me until the end of the semester when my English
020 grades had been finalized.
My students' Reading Comprehension test scores ranged from 498
to 731, with a mean of 615.9, standard deviation 54.8.
Their writing sample test scores ranged from 19 to 36, with a
mean of 28.3, standard deviation 3.I.
English placement recommendations based on the above sets of
test scores would have placed 19 of my students in English 023 or lower
(English 013 would have been the placement for three students), and 27
students in English 020 or higher (English 033 would have been
suggested for four students, and English 030 for two).
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Data Collection: English 020

At mid-semester I administered a timed essay test to my English
020 classes, giving them one hour to plan and write a 400-word essay in
response to a topic based on a novel unit we had just completed. I
graded the test essays using criteria related to structure, paragraph
development, sentence control, punctuation, spelling, diction, and so on.
As the essays were written in controlled test conditions, and graded
according to similar criteria, I felt the results would be useful to
compare with the Assessment Centre's writing sample test scores. On
this test students' performance ranged between 30 and 97.5%, with a
mean of 74.1, median of 75, and standard deviation of 16.8.
During the semester I recorded students' absences from class.
Attendance was one of several factors mentioned in the literature as
possibly having a relationship with academic performance. Absences
ranged from 0 to 24, with a mean of 6.3, standard deviation of 4.9.
Final grades in English 020 were calculated based on the
evaluation breakdown available on the course outline (see Appendix E).
My 46 students wrote a total of six essays for the course, numerous other
writing assignments and tests, and a final exam. Final course grades
ranged from 40 to 90%, with a mean of 70.0%, standard deviation 10.9.
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Analysis of Data

Regression analysis was performed using the Assessment Centre
data and English 020 grades, both final grades and test essay scores.
Correlations were sought between the following variables:

(a)

Reading Comprehension scores and final grades in English

(b)

writing sample test scores and final grades in English

(c)

writing sample test scores and English 020 test essay scores

(d)

combination of Reading Comprehension and writing sample
scores, and final grades in English

(e)

placement levels and final grades in English

(f)

number of class absences and final grades in English

I then separated my students into two groups: those whose
assessment scores would have placed them in English 020 or higher (27
students) and those whose scores would have placed them in English 023
or lower (19 students).
I repeated the regression analyses listed above, this time
separately for each placement group, to determine whether there were
significant differences between the two groups of students.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Reading Comprehension Scores and Final Grades

For all 46 students, reading comprehension scores were only very
weakly related to final grades, with a correlation coefficient of only
+0.24. For those testing at English 023 and below, the coefficient was
somewhat higher at +0.42. However, for the stronger group testing at
020 and above, the relationship was negative, with a coefficient of -0.18.
Clearly the relationship between reading scores and final grade is very
weak, except with the lower placed group, and the relationship there is
only modest.
These results seem to confirm the prediction based on the
literature review above, that with students working at "developmental"
levels of English there may be little or no relationship between reading
comprehension scores and final grades.

Writing Sample Scores and Final Grades

For the combined group, the relationship between writing sample
scores and final grades was also very weak, although slightly less so
than with reading scores. The correlation coefficient for the combined
group was +0.31; for the English 023 and below group, +0.24; for the
English 020 and above group, +0.06. As with reading scores, the
relationship is again weakest for the more highly skilled students.
Writing sample test scores do not appear to correlate with final
grades for these students. I was unable to find previous studies relating
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writing samples and performance in English. However, studies using
multiple-choice tests have suggested a positive relationship with English
grades, both final grades and essay scores.

Writing Sample Scores and English 020 Test Essay Scores

Here there appears to be a somewhat stronger positive
relationship than with reading comprehension or writing sample scores
and final grades. For the overall group, the relationship between
writing sample scores and English 020 test essay scores was +0.42; for
the English 023 and below group, +0.32; and for the English 020 and
above group, +0.22.
Writing sample test scores appear to bear a stronger relationship
with test essay scores than they do with final grades in English.

Combination of Reading and Writing Scores and Final Grades

Multiple correlation analysis indicated a weak relationship
among these factors for the combined group, with a correlation
coefficient of +0.35. For the English 023 and below group, the
relationship was somewhat stronger at +0.48. Again the English 020
and above group showed the weakest relationship at +0.21.
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Placement Level and Final Grades

There was a modest positive relationship between higher (English
020 and above) or lower placement (English 023 and below) and final
grades in English. This is indicated by a correlation coefficient of +0.32.
The difference in performance levels is indicated more clearly by
comparing the means on final grades of the two groups. The lower
testing group, English 023 and below, achieved an average grade of
66.8%, with a range of 84 to 40, standard deviation 12.5. The higher
testing group, English 020 and above, achieved an average grade of
73.8%, with a range of 90 to 56, standard deviation 8.8. Figure 1
compares the final grade distributions for the two groups.
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A two-tailed t test confirms this differentiation in performance
between the more skilled and less skilled groups of students. The two
groups are distinguishable at the 95% level of confidence (see Figure 2).

O201!r01W

0231!r01W

Mean

73.81

66.84

Variance

77.92

156.25

Observations

27

19

Pooled Variance

3.5

degrees of freedom

30.27

t

2.09

P (T<=t) two-tail

0.045

t Critical two-tail

2.04

Figure 2: Two-Sample t-Test Assuming Unequal Variances

Once again, these results confirm findings noted in the literature
review. First, final grades in English were expected to correlate
generally with placement patterns. The seven-point difference in
average final grades for the two groups clearly illustrates this
relationship.
Second, the predictive validity of placement decisions seems
imperfect: lower placed students often perform above, and higher
placed students often below expectations. This unpredictability is
certainly evident in my 46 students. LCC's placement recommendations
suggest that a student placed at a particular level has the ability to
perform at least at a C level, or 65% in English 020 or 023.
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Figures 3 and 4 below indicate the range of final grades for the
lower (023) and higher (020) placed students around the 65% or C point
in English 020. In each case the grades below 65 are blackened.
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Of the 19 students testing at English 023 and below, 6 students
(31.6%) achieved final grades below 65%. Of the 27 students testing at
English 020 and above, 5 (18.5%) scored below 65%. These results are
less surprising for the less skilled group, since they would have been
placed in English 023, a less demanding course than English 020. In
fact, the surprise in this group's performance is less those who
underperformed than those who performed very well despite skills
levels. Five (26.3%) of the lower-placed students achieved final grades at
a B level (75%) or above. Even in the stronger group, a significant
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number of students performed below expectations despite adequate
levels of reading and writing skills.
Clearly additional factors are intervening to influence the
performance of students in both groups.

Absences and Final Grades

One readily measured factor among the many suggested in the
literature is attendance of classes. The relationship between number of
English classes missed through absence and students' final grades in
English 020 was the most significant found in this study. For the
combined group of 46 students, there was a moderate negative
relationship between absences and final grades, with a correlation
coefficient of -0.53. That is, the greater the number of classes missed,
the lower the final grade in English. There was little difference in
coefficients for the English 020 (-0.55) and English 023 (-0.45) groups.
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Figure 5 shows the clear relationship between number of absences from
class and final grades in English 020.
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CONCLUSIONS

1.

For students in English 020, Reading Comprehension test scores
and writing sample test scores do not appear to predict
performance in English as indicated by final grades.

2.

Writing sample test scores may to some extent predict students'
performance on writing activities such as test essays.

3.

Assessment and placement decisions based on reading and
writing tests do appear to place students at a level of English
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where they are able to perform successfully, as indicated by final
grades.
4.

Performance in English is not fully predictable by entry-level
skills in reading and writing. Students often perform well above
or below expectations based on these skills.

5.

Factors beyond the scope of this study appear to affect student
performance in English despite levels of reading and writing
skills. For example, class attendance appears here to correlate
directly with final grades.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1.

The predictive relationship of writing sample tests with students'
performance on other writing activities deserves further study.
Could we expand the use of such tests to include diagnosis of
students' writing skills, with an eye to planning individualized
instruction? If the College moves toward modularized English
courses, diagnostic information about students' skills might
suggest particular modules of instruction needed by individual
students, and the possibility of challenging and bypassing other
modules.

2.

Beyond reading and writing skills, many factors influence
students' performance during a semester, some within and
others beyond the instructors' (and often the students') control.
We could survey students to determine what they feel helps or
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hinders their learning. Experienced instructors are also a rich
source of insight into what helps students to learn, and into what
circumstances and behaviours interfere with learning. Once we
have identified the bridges and barriers to learning, we need to
communicate that information to students and faculty, as well as
to address such factors as we are able to influence, to encourage
students' persistence and success in learning.

3.

Attendance is only one sign of involvement in academic effort;
however it appears to be a significant factor in performance.
Moreover, it is one which is within students' control. They need
to be made aware of the relationship between attendance and
performance, and encouraged to use it to their advantage.

4.

Placement on the basis of skills alone may place potentially highachieving students needlessly low. Clearly the predictive power of
test results needs to be interpreted with caution: once students
register for a course, other factors come into play, some
supportive of learning, others not. No assessment procedure
claims to predict performance, nor is that its purpose. LCC's
Assessment Centre advises students' placement at course levels
appropriate for their skills. This study suggests that the Centre's
flexibility in advising students is appropriate and should be
continued. Many students do perform above expectations when
given the opportunity. We ought not to hold back students who
wish to work at a higher level than their skills seem to warrant,
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provided they are making informed decisions in light of their
assessed skills.

5.

Finally, we must consider assessment scores a very limited
indicator of students' learning abilities. Skills testing provides us
with useful measurements of our students' skills at a single point
in time. Obviously those skills will change and grow as learning
occurs. Students learn at different rates according to their
abilities, but also according to their levels of motivation, effort, and
persistence. We must not overestimate the limiting effects of
students' skills levels at a particular point in time; nor must we
underestimate the influence of students' motivation,
determination, and effort. Assessment measures give us useful
information about students' reading and writing skills, but
cannot accurately indicate their potential for effective learning
and academic performance.
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Appendix B: Cutoffs for Writing and Reading Scale Scores

Writing
Sample

ScaIe
Score

40-50
40-50
35-39
35-39

>=630
<630
>=630
590-629
570-589
<570
>650
>650
620-650
591-619
560-590
<560
>631
590-630
590-630
570-589
540-569
<540
>590
561-590
530-560
<530
541-560
>560
450-540
<449
540-590
>590

35-39
35-39
32-34
29-31
29-34
29-34
29-34
29-34

23-28
25-28
23-24
23-26
23-28
23-28
18-22
18-22
18-22
18-22
11-17
11-17
11-17
11-17
1-10
1-10

No classes recommended
Reading 030
English 030 could be beneficial
English 033 and Reading 030
English 033 and Reading 020
Large discrepancy - see counsellor
English 030 could be beneficial
English 033 could be beneficial
English 020
English 020 and suggest Reading 020
English 023 and advise Reading 010
Large discrepancy - see counsellor
English 023
English 023 and Reading 020
English 013 and Reading 020
English 013 and Reading 010
English 013 and Reading 009
Large discrepancy - see counsellor
Large discrepancy - see counsellor
English 009 and Reading 010
English 009 and Reading 009
English 009 and Reading 008
Writing 008 and Reading 009
Large discrepancy - see counsellor
Writing 008 and Reading 008
Large discrepancy - see counsellor
Suggest Reading 009 and Writing 008
Large discrepancy - see counsellor
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Appendix C: Essay Question

Time - 30 minutes

You have thirty minutes to plan and write an essay on the topic
assigned. DO NOT WRITE ON ANOTHER TOPIC. AN ESSAY ON
ANOTHER TOPIC IS NOT ACCEPTABLE.

The essay is assigned to give you an opportunity to show how well you
can write. You should, therefore, take care to express your thoughts on
the topic clearly and effectively. How well you write is much more
important than how much you write, but to cover the topic adequately
you may want to write more than one paragraph. Be specific.

READ THIS TOPIC CAREFULLY BEFORE YOU BEGIN WRITING.

What qualities in a job are valuable to you? For example, you may want
ajob with plenty of vacation time. Good pay may be the most important
factor for you. Or you might want a job that offers a chance for
promotion. Perhaps you would like a job that offers you a chance to work
for a particular company or in a particular place.

In an essay list two or three of the most important factors that you would
consider in taking a job and explain why they are important to you.
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Appendix D: Writing Sample Marking Key
sept/93
WHITING S/\HPLE MARKING KEY
1 •. Content:
15 - IlItarnntJ \l{J/unoJ:ul Idollo/lll£Urll\l\\:loll, oUlJport ralovnllt
omI specific
14 - Interesting/use(ul ideas/il1formation~ support adequate
1J - 1\ppropriate information/ideas~ support relevant and
specifio
12 - Useful/interl?ot.llltj idona/ill(ormation: support general
11 - 1\ppropriate lll[oranntion/ldollo, support:. raloyant but
gelloral
10 - 1\ppropriate illf:ormotioll/ideoor support lncking
9
Information not deliberately selectedJ support general
and consistent
8 - Information not deliberately selected; support lacking or
focus lost
7
Lacks substance~ insufficient ideas generated
6
Information selected is off topic
5
Ideas/information confusing and/or contradictory
4
Difficult to comprcll!'!nd for E.S.L. reasbllS .
J
Insufficient to adequately assess w.riting skills
2 - Incomprehensible for E.S.L. reasons
1 - Incomprehensible
2. 'opening, Closure:

Purposo(ul oprn! IlIq nllt! c.lo!luro

G -

5 - Purposeful OpCIlI IItj, clo:Jure evident
4 - FUl1ctlotlol opclllllq, cJ o!':lIrc evhlcnt

FlInctlollnl opelllll'J, l.:luuura .lllclclntj ur ullrolnted,
or vico versa
2 - oponillg - lacl~~l jlllrp0:10/illnpl'r.oprintn, clooure cvltlC'llt:
1 - opening -lacks purpose/inappro.priate, closure lacking
or unrelated
o - Neither

3

-.

3. Development or Dody:
8 - Focus sustained throughout: purposeful, effective
organ:l.7.ut10n find pnrflqr.nphinq
7 - Foclls q011cra lly mil tllt-.n tiled: :lden!l (l rrallged in purposcful
order olld nppr.upr.lal:cly pnraqrnphed
6
Focus generally maintained: ideas arranged in purposeful
order but paragrnphing fnlters
5 - FOCl1~ gCIlC'rnl1y mnJlltnillcd; ideas developed ineffect.ively
within OilY aile pnrntjt:'nph
4 - Ideas generated nre'ol1 the Sillne gelleral topic but·they
are not effectively developed
J - Focus il1coll~d ~tt:'lItly mn.tlltaJl1ed: coht:'t:cllce [..,1 tcro
2 - Foilo to I1II1J II til 1" II foc\l~I: ";,,",a7.(,,~d I y orlJnlll7.'~cJ
1
110 focuo eotlllJllGh~tll coilerelll.:o lncldlllj
4 • . Type and Lellgth o( SClltI;'IlCCS:

Effective 011(1 vllrJed; ntylioh
Vllr.yll1g lclllJI:!,n IIlId tyl'('o
2
sometimes varied: s110ple alld compound
1 - No deliberate variation
4

-

3

-

5. sentence structure:
6 - controlled, free o[ errors; stylish
5 - Esselltially free o( errors
4
Essellttnlly free o( errors but 110 few compleK structurcs
attelliPted
3 - Errors occnsiollnlly llOpede meaning
2 - Errors often impede moanillg
1
Errors severely impede mealling
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·6.~Sentence Errors:
1

.2
J

.,
5

6
7

o
9

10
11

12
1J

14
15

Run-on
Frnl] nlC'1l1:
- H.lni,lnc"tI ur tI:""JII.IIY Illullifier
- Fnul ty l"l/:·ul1.I:'.1 j em
HUn-on lIlid Fr;I(.lIllr:'1I1:
nUn-on and 110dlflcrs
Run-on and Parallelism
-. Fragmenl: om.l Mmli C J C'rs
FrngmC'lIt!l lIntl I'll ron I I oj t OIn
Modifierr: nlld 1'"r.LI.lleI1sm
- nun-on, FrLlgmellt, !·lod1Cier
nun-on, Frngmcllt, Parallelism
Fragment, ModlflC'r, Pnrallclism
.- Run-on, pnrnlleli~I1I, modifier
- All four types oC errors

7. Use of Words/Expressions:
6
Speciflc words/e><prer:siolls show evidence of.careful
selection nlld r;otnn nWilrelle9S of connotative effect
5
Specific wonl!;/cxpressions are used
4
Use of words/expressions are usually effective; there
may be occasionill inappropriate use
J
General won.ls tlFJ t cOllvey ollly vague meaning are used
2·
Words or expre~!;.i.olls are sometimes misused
1·- unaccep~able words/expressions are sometimes used"
8. Grammar, spellill9, Plillctllntioll:
5
Esselltinlly Cree oC crr.orfl
4
Occasiollal error-r: but they Gcldoln uCfect clarity
J
2 1

Errors thnt occilr:.tollnlly distroct from meaning illtellded
Errore thill: of tell di9trnct Croln ItIcOlnill9 illtellded
Frequent cirroro tllnl: oevcrely relluce clnrity

9. Types of Errorr::
Grammor Errors
1
2
Spellill9 Er-rorr:
Punctuatioll. En"(ll ~
J
4 - Grnmmnr alill ~:pf"!llIIHI

5
G

7

Grammar und PUllctllntion
Spelling nllll Punctuntion
GrnmmOlr, Spelling nnll
Punctuntion

10. Main type of Grammar Error
·1 - Faulty idiom~
2 - Fnulty ~Ylltnx
3 - Wrong tellse/verb (orm
4 - Pronoun rcrerellce/~hift/rorm
5
Faulty subject/verb ngreemellt
6 - Faulty usuge (illclude plurals, articles)
7 - Several typ~s of gr.ammar errors
8 - nedulldullcy.in the usc of words
9
Careless
11. 1-1ain Type of SpelllllCj Error:

Commollly COllfll~,~d pairo
Commoll or eilrcles~
J - SpeU·o ,,"olletlenJ ly
4· - 1\pplicutiOlI of spclling l-ule!]
5 - Severill typC's or sl'0111ml C'rroro
G - sor10uo c;pclllll<j dcflclcllclc[)
1

2

12. Main Type of Punctuation Error:
1 - Commus
2
1\postrophes
J
Semi-cololls
4
Col OilS
5 - capituliz<ltioll
6
FOIulty (,lid PlIllctUOIt.lOIi
7
Quot<ltioll ITlar-y.s
8
No PUIlCtlliltioli IIce!led
9 - Several types of PUllctuution errors
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Appendix E: English 020 Course Outline

LETHBRIDGE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
DNISION OF BUSINESS & APPLIED ARTS
EN020 - ENGLISH
Course Outline Sept. 1993
FREQUENCY:

5 hours/week - 16 weeks

COURSE DESCRIPTION:
English 020 has a heavy literary emphasis and includes study of the
following literary forms: poetry, short stories, essays, drama, and the
novel. Students are required to write several essays of literary analysis
on assigned topics, including a critique of a novel chosen from a list of
suggested readings.
COURSE OBJECTNES:
Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

write unified, coherent, well-developed, mechanically sound
compositions on literary topics;
define key literary terms and use these terms in analyzing
various literary works;
explain the relationships among language, structure, and
thematic elements of a given literary text;
demonstrate increased awareness of and appreciation for poetry,
short fiction, novel, and drama;
demonstrate proficiency in English spelling, punctuation,
grammar and sentence structure in exercises, tests and writing
assignments.

REQUIRED TEXTS AND MATERIALS:
1.

2.

McMahan, E., Day, S., and Funk, R. Literature and the Writing
Process.
Mitchell, W. Who Has Seen the Wind?

EVALUATION:

Critique essay
Poetry Unit
Short Story Unit
Novel Unit
Drama Unit
Review of punctuation, grammar
Final Exam
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10%
15%
15%
15%
15%
20%
10%

